


About Us

Arcadius Technologies is a technological innovation and service company, specialized in developing and 

integrating creative digital projects such as Web development, Design and Customization of Mobile 

Applications, and Maintenance of digital projects for both small and large-scale organizations.  

Arcadius Technologies is the only Technological company incorporated under Gladius Group, and We take 

enormous pride in the depth of experience within our team which includes Web Developers, I.T professionals, 

System Analysts, Software Programmers, Network engineers and Professional technicians with extensive 

international & commercial license and experience. 

Our Procedures conforms with Quality and Safety standards. Our organizational aim is to continuously meet 

the expectations of our partners, employees and people, through excellent technological innovations delivered 

by highly trained professionals with many years of expertise. 



Vision
To deliver distinctive and competitive advantage to organizations, by combining 

technology and industry with a complete focus on providing quality, timely and cost-

effective digital and value-added solutions that meets long and short-term 

requirements. 

Mission
To facilitate Organizational Advancement and Effectiveness through technological 

innovation and digital creativity.

Core Values 
Integrity, Innovation, Creativity and Teamwork.



Gladius Group



Why Arcadius Technologies?

Arcadius Technologies is dedicated to integrating businesses with the latest technology, which improves the overall 

business system at an outstanding pace. We strive to provide organizations with the cutting edge and innovative swiftness  

needed for rapid growth and advancement through database and software system development and management.

Arcadius Technical aims to help people integrate technology and the use of computer and other devices to their daily 

lives. We intend to continuously provide assistance and support to organizations in all aspect of technological integration, 

usage and improvement.

We bring you all elements to ensure successful digital integration and transformation:

✓ Information Technology

✓ Artificial Intelligence

✓ Digital Consultation & Solutions

✓ Cloud computing

✓ Server Handling 

✓ Advanced Digital Marketing, SEOs and SMOs.

✓ Software Programming. 



Our Recent Project

Arcadius Technologies portfolio of next generation ICT and Digital capabilities includes the 

delivery of  Allin1UAE e-commerce Website and Application, the only platform that 

combines different services of many online shopping platforms on a single Application. 

Incorporated and represented by Arcadius Technologies, Allin1UAE is considered as one of 

the leading platforms in the region, facilitating direct communication between businesses-

and-consumers of Products and services, Free of all hurdles in the process of buying and 

selling of goods and services by providing a wider market for legitimate businesses. 

Allin1UAE aims to bring all businesses in the UAE under one roof.



Allin1UAE Application
Allin1UAE provides unique shopping and many other features, designed to enhance E-commerce and the 

movement of goods and services, allowing each user to Buy products or Book any form of services such as; 
Cars and Apartments rental, Consultations, Flights and Hotel bookings etc. Additionally, cars and properties 

can be bought through Allin1UAE.

UNIQUE FEATURES
❖ Direct Communication between Business 

owners and interested Customers.

❖ Multiple Dashboards for Business Owners.

❖ Products and Services.

❖ Swift Notifications.

❖ New and Used Products Option.

❖ Google Location Feature. 

❖ In-App Sales Withdrawal System.

❖ User-friendly.

❖ Trending Social features.



Contact Information

04 527 7000

Office no. 512, 513, 514,

The Metropolis Tower,

Dubai United Arab Emirates. 

info@arcadius.ae   

contact@arcadius.ae

www.arcadius.ae


